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Naples (Italy). Thursday 9
November 2017, Mother
Yvonne Reungoat,
Superior General of
the Institute of the
Daughters of Mary
Help of Christians Salesians of Don
Bosco, who is visiting
Our Lady of Good Counsel
Province (IMR), will be at
the Peace Museum - MAMT for the inauguration of
“Saint Mary Domenica Mazzarello Room” and the
collocation of the Saint’s relic in “Don Bosco
Chapel”, in the presence of the Provincial, Sr. Maria
Rosaria Tagliaferri and of the FMA of the Southern
Province of Our Lady of Good Counsel.
On this occasion, Mother Yvonne Reungoat will
receive the “Mediterranean Peace Award”, which
is considered among the most significant at the
international level.
We read in the motivations communicated by the President
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of the Mediterranean Foundation, Professor Michele
Capasso:
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“For activity in favor of peace and concord among the
Peoples of the world, carried out under the guidance of
the Daughters of Mary Help of Christians (FMA),
especially where war and poverty rage: precisely in
these places, FMAs often constitute the sole point of
reference for men and women belonging to different
faiths.
Mother Yvonne Reungoat, with her missionary
experience in the neediest places of the African
continent, is aware of the joy and simplicity in helping
others to feel they are ‘Family’: a place in which,
thanks to Don Bosco’s charism and the example of
Mother Mazzarello, it is possible to daily give space to
that ‘Creativity of Love’ that constitutes the instrument
with which the Salesian charism is implemented with
humility and collaboration, and with hope in the young,
producers of our future”.
The award of the “Mediterranean Foundation” has been
bestowed in previous editions to important personalities
such as King Juan Carlos di Spain, King Hussein of
Jordan, Presidents Anibal Cavaco Silva and Abu Mazen,
Leah Rabin, the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem Fouad Twal,
winners of the Nobel Prize Shirine Ebadi and Naguib
Mahfouz, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, Cardinal Roger
Etchegaray, and others.
Mother will continue her visit encountering the Educating
Communities of the Southern Italian Regions from
November 10 to 14, 2017.
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